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CyberU

Deliver Meaningful 
Feedback & Inspire 
Performance

What Sexual Harassment 
Really Looks Like

Grovo

Creating Accountability

Biz Library

Modern, professional skills 
training to build higher 
functioning teams
Content Anytime Essentials helps small and medium 
businesses provide their learners the most sought-after 
professional skills needed for all levels in an organization, 
while also delivering modern compliance and leadership 
training. This robust subscription brings the most popular 
courses from top-tier content providers on 
communication, time management, leadership, 
teamwork, change management, and so much more.

Cornerstone’s Essentials subscription goes beyond 
the critical compliance courses your organization 
needs to minimize risk and improve workplace 
culture. It includes content focused on the 
foundational skills every manger and leader needs 
to be successful as well as professional skills 
training to help you build strong communicators, 
strategic thinkers, and higher functioning teams.

Courses span subjects across compliance training, 
professional skills, and leadership & management.

Professional skills training to minimize risk, 
improve workplace culture, and develop the 
next generation of leaders.

The SMB Essentials subscription now 
includes 50 new courses to help you 
manage in times of crisis. 

These new courses address COVID-19 
specifically as well as training on best 
practices for remote employees, 
maintaining business continuity, and 
managing employee safety & wellbeing 
during a global crisis. 

As the world responds to the threat of COVID-19, we are taking immediate action to help you 
protect your employees and prepare for changing work environments.

Sampling of new courses available now:
• Coronavirus Precautions and Prevention
• Planning for a Pandemic
• Take Precautions: COVID-19
• Working Remotely
• Common Sense Hygiene
• Focusing During Times of Hardship
• Responding to Emergencies
• Illness in the Office
• Business Continuity in Times of Crisis

ESSENTIALS 



Ease the burden of content upload, tagging, and delivery, 
with subscriptions that are natively built to be searchable 
and discoverable on the Cornerstone Learning 
Experience Platform (LXP). Cornerstone’s Operations 
team handles all back-end processes, at no additional 
charge, to ensure content is tagged properly with 
metadata, visually engaging, and regularly synchronizing 
the most relevant and engaging content.

Effortless content management, curation, and delivery
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25+ 
Out-of-the-box playlists are a simple 
and quick starting point to share 
content that’s already been curated by 
theme. Pick a playlist, share, done!

Popular Playlists: 
• Basic Business Acumen Every Professional Should Know
• Getting Started as a First-Time Manager
• Motivating & Engaging Employees
• Workplace Discrimination 
• OSHA Basics
• Information Security Basics  

Curated
Playlists

Equip your team to thrive in critical areas like 
compliance, leadership and productivity with 
binge-worthy, microlearning content. With our curated 
playlists, deliver modern content to achieve your L&D 
goals, upskill your workforce, and help your learners 
get future-fit.

Modern, relevant learning to equip 
employees to thrive.

You no longer need to build and maintain 
partnerships with dozens of unique Content 
Vendors. We’ve pulled together the top courses, 
from our premium Content partners, to give you 
coverage and variety. Simplify vendor management 
and keep a clear overview of your costs with a 
subscription-based price model.

High-quality content from a variety 
of global vendors


